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Long-Standing Mysteries of the Solar Corona

How is the corona heated to >300 
times hotter the photosphere

How the solar wind is accelerated to hundreds of 
km/sec to escape to bearing solar gravity?



Solar Wind Origins

Fast solar wind (> 500 km s-1)
Steady; Alfvénic; Emerges from open 
field regions (coronal holes)

Slow solar wind (< 500 km s-1)
Highly variable; mostly non-Alfvénic at 1 
AU; potential sources: boundaries of CHs, 
ARs, & quiet sun.

McComas et al. (2008)



Solar Wind: Open Questions

What are the physical 
processes that give birth to 
different regimes of the 
solar wind?

What are the processes that 
energize the solar wind to 
escape the Sun’s gravity? 
(Drake’s paper on ArXiv)

What is the nature of the 
solar wind at the source 
(i.e., continuous vs. 
intermittent)? 
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• The solar wind is omnipresent 
regardless of the phasing of the 
solar cycle.

• At solar minima, active regions 
are rare. Yet, the hot solar wind is 
still blowing.

Solar maximum Solar Minimum

Active regions cannot the 
primary source of the solar 
wind.

Small-scale magnetic activity is 
also omnipresent and could be 
the main source of the solar 
wind.



Small-Scale Solar activity

Coronal Jets Coronal PlumesMagnetic Field 
Network



Switchbacks & Potential Connection 
to the Solar Corona

Bale+2021
Fargette+2021

• The SB patches correlate with 
the supergranule scale size

Is this a hint for a coronal origin 
of at least one flavor of SBs?

• Solar wind observed by PSP 
is predominantly Alfvénic

Are slow & fast solar wind 
driven by the same physical 
processes?



Ubiquitous Coronal Jetting – Jetlets

Raouafi & Stenborg (2014) & Raouafi et al. (2023)



Observing the Solar Wind Genesis

The dynamics at the base of the solar corona are dominated 
by small-scale plasma jets (jetlets)
Are we observing the solar wind being born?



Ubiquitous Magnetic Reconnection
• BBSO/GST magnetogram
• Spatial resolution: 0″.2
• FOV: 70″×70″
• Observation time: 90 minutes
• Number of cancelling bipoles: >1400
• 61 events were rooted in network 

field concentrations.
• 7 of these produced EUV jetlets
• Each jetlet provides ~1´1035 protons 

and 5×1022 erg s-1 
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Highly Structuring Solar Wind 

SW structured as a ‘baseline’ Parker-like flow beneath 
smaller-scale microstreams that emerge from supergranulation 
cell boundaries.

Bale+23
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How do the SBs Form?
SB models have to explain several aspects of the SBs: frequency, Alfvénicity, patchiness, etc.
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Squire+20 Schwadron & McComas+21Ruffolo+20



• The entire solar wind loss of 6´1035 protons s-1 requires roughly 2´103 jetlets to 
be active at any instant and 6 jetlets s-1 to be initiated over the full Sun. 
• If 2×103 jetlets are active at any instant, the total jetlet kinetic-energy injection 

rate is 1×1026 erg s-1. 
• By comparison, the overall solar kinetic-energy loss rate (assuming an 

asymptotic flow speed of 500 km s-1) is about 1×1027 erg s-1. 
• Clearly the injected jetlet plasma must be accelerated further by the coronal 

thermal & wave pressure to reach the asymptotic solar wind speed. 

Mass and Energy input to the corona and solar wind

Do we have enough jetlets to power the solar wind?
The BBSO/GST and EUV data suggest 5´103 jetlets to be active at any instant 
over the full Sun. That is > 2× what is needed to drive the solar wind.



Magnetic reconnection is the driver of the 
plasma thermodynamics in the lower solar 

atmosphere, and also provides the energy for 
other processes occurring in the solar wind.





Ubiquitous Coronal Jetting – Jetlets

Raouafi & Stenborg (2014) & Raouafi et al. (2023)



Raouafi & Stenborg (2014)Coronal Jetlets



Doppler Shifts from the Chromospheric Network

Doppler flows: SOHO/SUMER
Magnetic field lines: SOHO/MDI extrapolation
Solar image: SOHO/EIT

Tu & Marsh (2005)

SOHO/SUMER observations of the 
solar-wind source regions and magnetic 
structure of the chromospheric network.

Hassler et al. (1999)



Small-Scale Activity Effects in the Heliosphere

Raouafi et al. (2008): close causality relation between coronal jets and 
plumes. Coronal plume formation is preceded by jet eruptions.

Neugebauer (2012): coronal jets could explain the properties of the solar 
wind microstreams.



Coronal Plumes Coronal Jets

• Impulsive hot plasma ejections in the 
corona and solar wind

• Driven by magnetic reconnection
• ~300 events day-1 hemisphere-1

• Prominent at the polar during solar 
cycle minima

• Can also form within equatorial CHs
• Rooted within the magnetic network


